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Authors’ e-mail addresses list

It’s proposed to produce the authors’ e-mail addresses list, which would be available only for
EXFOR compilers in NDS open area.
This could be made by steps:
1. Each NRDC center produces its own list of e-mails and then sends it in NDS.
2. NDS merges these lists in one combined list and makes it available for compilers in NDS
open area.
3. Once per year, before forthcoming NRDC meeting (e.g. 1 month before) each center sends
in NDS the updates of list for known addresses accumulated during the year.
4. Implementation of step 3 is checked at the NRDC meeting.
5. During one month since the NRDC meeting NDS updates the combined list of e-mails and
informs all centers, that updated list is available at the NDS open area.
Steps 1 and 2 could be included as ACTIONs for one year, steps 3,5 – as continuous ACTIONs in
the NRDC meeting report.
As we know, authors can leave their own Institutes and move into other one, or even in other
country. Compilers do not always have this information, but, may be, this information is available in
other centers.
In my opinion, such list could be very useful for compilers - it would be easy to find e-mail and send
the request directly to responsible author (question about new compilation, request in compilation
approval, explanation for corrections introduced in old experimental data and etc).
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